




Baiting the Bear:  The Anglican attack upon Hobbes in the later 1660s

Abstract: During the later 1660s Thomas Hobbes clearly believed that he was being targeted by dangerous enemies but to date little evidence has been brought to substantiate Hobbes’s claims. This paper considers evidence suggesting that Hobbes was in fact in danger from clerical and lay enemies who regarded the elderly thinker as a dangerous ideological threat to church and state. What they did, and how Hobbes responded to their actions, helps us to understand the philosopher’s place in the politics of the period, but also to explain the timing, nature and purpose of some of his most important later writings.

Thomas Hobbes was 80 in 1668, but his age proved to be no bar to his activity as a philosopher. The years between 1667 and 1671 witnessed a remarkable burst of activity from England’s most notorious thinker. 1668 saw the publication of the Latin edition of Hobbes’s works, complete with a significantly revised edition of Leviathan.​[1]​ In addition Hobbes also composed a series of entirely new works: Behemoth, a dialogue account of the civil wars​[2]​, the Dialogue of the Common Laws of England​[3]​, a manuscript concerning heresy law​[4]​, the Historical Narration Concerning Heresy​[5]​, his extensive Answer to John Bramhall’s The Catching of Leviathan, together with the philosopher’s verse history of the church, the Historia Ecclesiastica​[6]​, all within the space of four years. This kind of output was unusual for Hobbes, perhaps indeed for any British philosopher before the advent of the Research Assessment Exercise.
Recent work on some of these texts has given us a much clearer sense of what Hobbes was trying to achieve in developing his ideas in the way that he did. For example, Paul Seaward’s work on Behemoth has highlighted the powerful anti-Anglican arguments in that text, while Alan Cromartie has uncovered the way that the argument of the Dialogue of the Common Laws is animated by Hobbes’s concerns about heresy proceedings against him.​[7]​ It has become increasingly clear that Hobbes believed himself to be in danger from vengeful Anglicans (amongst others) during this period, and this certainly motivated a good portion of his writing during the late 1660s. However, for all that Hobbes thought himself to be the target of dangerous enemies, research into his fears has drawn something of a blank. Aside from Leviathan being mentioned briefly in the House of Commons in 1666, no-one has found any substantial evidence that Hobbes himself was ever in any real danger. Philip Milton’s authoritative discussion of the evidence leaves one with the feeling that Hobbes’s anxieties were greatly exaggerated, and perhaps not a little paranoid.​[8]​
It is true that Hobbes was sometimes inclined towards forms of paranoia. Perhaps inevitably for someone who detected priestcraft in everything from scientific method to the writing of Homeric epic, it was easy to see dangerous enemies everywhere. But just because Hobbes could be a little paranoid now and then, this did not mean that his enemies, who were numerous and sometimes highly organised, were not out to get him. And in fact I would argue that this was the case in the later 1660s. In what follows I consider evidence that suggests that Hobbes was in fact targeted by particular clerical and lay enemies during this period, in a series of aggressive actions that were designed to intimidate the philosopher, to ruin his reputation, to destroy his influence and ultimately to threaten his life. In the turbulent politics of the time, Hobbes’s enemies clearly believed that he did constitute an increasingly dangerous ideological threat and that something had to be done to neutralize him. What they did, and how Hobbes responded to their actions, would shape the character of his work in distinctive ways. Uncovering this Anglican attack upon Hobbes not only helps us to see that Hobbes’s fears may not have been exaggerated, but also to understand the timing, nature and purpose of some of his most important later writings.

Hobbes’s project in the later 1660s
The Restoration had been a profoundly ambiguous event for Hobbes. Although he managed to patch up his relationship with Charles II and was welcome at court​[9]​, the regime-change of 1660 brought a large number of his personal enemies into positions of power. In particular, the return of the royalist exiles meant that he had to face many of the individuals who had taken the lead in condemning Leviathan’s doctrines, and who had been instrumental in having him expelled from the court in exile in France in 1651.
Arguably the most serious danger to Hobbes came from Edward Hyde, who returned to England as the Earl of Clarendon, Lord Chancellor and one of the most powerful men in the country. Hyde had been concerned about Hobbes and his influence since he had read the manuscript of The Elements of Law in 1640, a concern that only deepened with his reading of De cive in the mid 1640s.​[10]​ Hyde came to believe that Hobbes’s abstract science of absolutism and self-preservation had the effect of unravelling the historically conditioned constitutional fabric that underpinned political stability in the English state. Paradoxically, and to an extent perhaps not previously recognised, Hyde shared with Hobbes many basic political beliefs about the importance of sovereignty and the role of the church but he was persistently anxious about the practical political effects of Hobbesian language, believing that the rhetoric of unrestricted sovereignty, conditional obedience and erastianism would do more in practice to destroy stability than foster it.​[11]​ 
This anxiety motivated an almost obsessive concern about the spread of Hobbism within the court in exile during the 1640s as Hyde worried that Hobbesian values were destroying the royalist cause from within. Effectively sidelined during the later 1640s, one of Hyde’s first acts when the Old Royalists returned to favour in 1651 was to use his considerable influence to have Hobbes barred from the Court, a move that effectively put Hobbes’s life at risk and which caused him to flee to England. Hobbes’s enforced flight also conveniently confirmed the Old Royalists’ view of Hobbes as a slippery traitor to the royal cause, ruining his reputation amongst royalists.​[12]​ But Hyde didn’t stop there, and even from across the channel he sponsored and encouraged anti-Hobbesian work, anxious to forestall the unchecked Hobbesian corruption that he believed to be spreading in Interregnum England, and particularly in the universities.​[13]​ In his Brief View and Survey of Leviathan, composed towards the end of the 1660s, Clarendon suggested that his attitude towards Hobbes had become more conciliatory after the Restoration, but it is unsurprising that even on Clarendon’s account, Hobbes only visited him once, knowing full well that Hyde detested the doctrine that Hobbes had put forward in Leviathan, and which he still defended.​[14]​
	But Clarendon was far from being Hobbes’s only problem. The re-establishment of the Episcopalian church meant that he also faced a bishop’s bench containing a number of persistent enemies. Several had written against Hobbes and his ideas during the previous two decades. John Bramhall, who was one of the first of Hobbes’s critics to accuse him of atheism in the 1640s, returned to London in 1660 to become Archbishop of Armagh. Seth Ward, Hobbes’s antagonist since 1652 soon became Bishop of Exeter (1662) and subsequently Salisbury (1667). William Lucy, whose dogged commentary on successive chapters of Leviathan continued into the 1660s, became Bishop of St David’s in 1660.​[15]​ Other members of the Anglican senior hierarchy may well have harboured private enmities against Hobbes.​[16]​
Perhaps surprisingly, given the numbers and eminence of Hobbes’s enemies, the philosopher appears to have been left alone in the immediate aftermath of the Restoration, an outcome that perhaps underlines the importance of his reconciliation with the King and the efficacy of the Act of Oblivion and Indemnity. However it was typical of Hobbes that the relative protection and patronage that he enjoyed emboldened him to promote his philosophical agenda aggressively, at least in terms of his scientific programme. In the summer of 1660 he mounted attacks upon the mathematics of his Presbyterian opponent John Wallis, and just twelve months later launched a campaign to get his distinctive approach to natural philosophy onto the agenda of the newly founded Royal Society.​[17]​
It was probably not a coincidence that not long afterwards potentially dangerous attacks on Hobbes were mounted from the pulpit by Seth Ward, the leading Episcopalian scientist. His sermon of November 5 1661 very much set the tone for the kind of critique that would resurface to dog Hobbes throughout the decade. Ward condemned certain ‘Writers of Politicks’ who had claimed that Christianity might be subversive, and whose remedy involved enervating the principles of all religion.​[18]​ Ward mentioned specifically that they did this by removing the ‘Doctrine of Good and Evil, the Immortality of the Soul, the Rewards and Punishments of the world to come; that so Religion may appear wholly to derive from Policy.’​[19]​ Ward was clearly referring to Hobbes and went on to associate his position with the thoughts that ‘Might is Right’, that everything is ‘just or unjust ; good, or evil according to the pleasure of the prevailing Force, whom we are to obey till a stronger then he cometh, or we be able to go thorough with resistance.’​[20]​ The thought that Hobbes enervated religion and subscribed to seditious de factoism wasn’t new, but the changed context made it more dangerous. The accusations, together with references to Hobbes’s atheism, were reiterated by Wallis in early 1662 as part of the debate over Hobbes’s science, and apparently as a result of this increased pressure Hobbes took the decision to do something about it. He produced two works defending his conduct and his views. The first, in published in March 1662, was An Apology for himself and his writings, which prefaced the Problemata Physica, a contribution to the scientific debate.​[21]​ In the Apology Hobbes reacted to the revived accusations of religious heterodoxy, and offered a brief defence against his enemies in the Church of England. He reminded the King that whatever had been said in Leviathan was covered by the Act of Oblivion and Indemnity, that he did not maintain its unusual theology, that it contained nothing against episcopacy, that no ‘Episcopal-man’ could speak of him as an atheist, that he had only written against Presbyterians who had made use of ‘the pretence of Christs Kingdom’ and that he showed no evidence of atheism in his life. As for his religion, Hobbes called upon no less a luminary than the Bishop of Durham, John Cosin, to testify to his orthodoxy during his illness in France in 1647 and finished with an apology for having fought against the King’s enemies with what turned out to be a double-edged sword.​[22]​ 
Having fended off his Episcopalian critics, a few months later Hobbes turned his fire upon the politically compromised Wallis in his Mr. Hobbes considered in his loyalty, religion, reputation, and manners. Here Hobbes sought to establish his credentials as a loyal royalist whose political theory had been aimed at subversive Presbyterians like Wallis. In typically robust fashion Hobbes went on to defend himself from the charge of atheism, claiming that his materialist theology could be sourced in Tertullian. He also endorsed an Episcopal church order as ‘the most commodious that a Christian King can use for the governing of Christ’s Flock’ and claimed to have been surprised by the uncharitable treatment that he had received. Bishops who held their authority from the King, Hobbes argued, had no cause to be angry with him. Only those who believed that they held their power by divine right were the ones displeased with him. This wasn’t a remark that was likely to endear him to many of the restored bishops, many of whom, as Jeffrey Collins has suggested, were advocates of a peculiarly extreme jure divino doctrine of episcopacy.​[23]​ 
Whether Hobbes was at this stage the subject of attention more substantial than malicious talk is not clear. Wallis certainly did not respond to Hobbes, and the next few years were relatively quiet in terms of critical activity. The only dedicated critique to be published in 1663 was William Lucy’s rambling treatment of Leviathan (composed during the 1650s), and this work showed no signs that it presaged a legal challenge to Hobbes, even, for example, passing up obvious chances to denounce Hobbes as an atheist or a Socinian.​[24]​ Bramhall’s political critique of Hobbes as a de facto theorist had a walk-on part in a pamphlet by William Assheton in the same year​[25]​, but in general terms the period 1663-5 is unusually quiet in terms of anti-Hobbesian polemic, and what little there was seems to have served purposes other than harassing the aged philosopher. Partly we can explain this apparent suspension of overt hostility by the fact that Hobbes published nothing during this period, but this silence in itself was the result of a deliberate policy towards Hobbes and his work. If the encounters of the early 60s had shown anything, they had shown that it would be extremely difficult and problematic to begin formal proceedings against Hobbes and his ideas. His opponents had learned in the 1650s that it was going to be difficult to make the charges of atheism stick.​[26]​ Hobbes could evade them philosophically and also legally, by invoking the Act of Oblivion and Indemnity. Even if Hobbes was brought to trial, he would, on the basis of his own principles, recant any of his beliefs in submission to a higher authority. The whole exercise would only provide Hobbes with the publicity that he appeared to be seeking.​[27]​ The alternative seems to have been to contain the problem with censorship and the pre-publication licensing measures that came into effect in the summer of 1662 appear to have been deployed to this end.​[28]​ The fact that the production of Hobbes’s Latin works was entrusted to the Dutch publisher Blaeu in1663 has been taken as evidence to show that a ban covering Hobbes work was already operating by that date.​[29]​
But Hobbes clearly had no intention of simply surrendering to the censorship regime that now caged him. The Opera philosophica offers an interesting example of Hobbes’s determination to promote his ideas to his countrymen. Although the primary audience for the Latin edition might be taken to be continental, there is no evidence to suppose that Hobbes wasn’t, and some evidence to suggest that he was, thinking about the importation and distribution of this text in England.​[30]​ 
But an even better way of outflanking the censorship regime was for Hobbes to align himself with patrons who might be sympathetic to his views and prepared to license his works. As Clarendon would later note, Hobbes was cultivating disciples at Court. It is not clear when Hobbes first became associated with Henry Bennet. Bennet had served as the Duke of York’s secretary in exile and it is highly likely that Hobbes had become acquainted with him then. Gossip from the time suggested that the Duke’s court was a hotbed of Hobbism.​[31]​ We don’t know whether Bennet was an early convert, but in 1661 he was prepared to help the philosopher to present one of his geometrical demonstrations to the King.​[32]​ The following year Bennet replaced the Clarendonian Edward Nicholas as Secretary of State, and became Baron Arlington in March 1665. Hobbes appears to have increasingly sought out the Secretary’s patronage in the middle years of the decade as Bennet’s power grew.
The first work to indicate this was a mathematical treatise that did make it onto the bookshelves, De principiis et ratiocinatione geometrarum, dedicated to Arlington.​[33]​ It is possible that he began the composition of the book later to be known as Behemoth around this time, a work that in due course would also be dedicated to Arlington.​[34]​ Put together, this pattern of activity suggests that by 1666 Hobbes was associating himself with the anti-Clarendonian court faction perhaps with the thought that this connection might provide congenial patronage for a major reassertion of his system of ideas. With politics shifting during the period, it seems that Hobbes had decided that there might be a window of opportunity for himself and his projects. It isn’t clear how much Hobbes’s opponents knew of this activity or Hobbes’s plans​[35]​, but it is clear that from the autumn of 1666 he would start to come under new and sustained attack from them.

The Parliamentary Attack
The soul-searching that occurred in the wake of the Fire of London proved to be the first major opportunity for Hobbes’s enemies to put Hobbes and his ideas back in their proper place as objects of opprobrium. The events of September 1666 allowed the London clergy to narrate the recent disasters in providential terms as the punishments for national apostasy and created political opportunities to transform that narrative into concrete action against the supposed agents of corruption. The two processes can be seen at work in the Parliamentary session which began in the autumn of 1666, when carefully telegraphed moral messages appear to have prepared the way for new anti-atheism legislation to be introduced in the Commons. On October 3rd 1666 the Commons heard sermons delivered by William Outram, Rector of St Margaret’s, Westminster and John Dolben, Dean of Westminster. Their contents (which do not survive) were noted by the Parliamentary diarist John Milward. Outram’s sermon established that civil and foreign war, poverty, plague, pestilence and fire were judgements for sin, and called for ‘true repentance and amendment of our lives’.​[36]​ Dolben, a close ally of Archbishop Sheldon, went further on the same theme, suggesting that if suitable repentence were not forthcoming God’s response might be worse.​[37]​ Dolben’s sermon has been credited with inspiring the events of the following day, when the Commons thanked the preachers and established a committee to look into the existing laws against ‘Atheism, Profaneness, Debauchery, and Swearing’ to examine whether they were defective or neglected.​[38]​ The committee was broadly representative but dominated by religious conservatives on all sides​[39]​; its conclusion was clearly that the existing measures were inadequate and by the 9th the members had speedily drafted a Bill which received its first reading.​[40]​ The Bill proposed to make it an offence for

Any person who shall by word, writing or printing deride or deny, scoff at or dispute against the Essence, Persons, or Attributes of God the Father, Son or Holy Ghost given unto them in the Sacred Scriptures, or the Omnipotency, Wisdom, Justice, Mercy, Goodness, or Providence of God in the Creation, Redemption or Governance of the World, or denys the Divine Authority of any of the bookes of Canonical Scripture contained in the Old and New Testament, received and established in the Church of England…’​[41]​

The preamble undoubtedly raised general issues about the nature of God and scripture over which Hobbes had been criticised at length by his opponents since the early 1650s. However, those same controversies had revealed that Hobbes would be hard to prosecute on these terms, since he did not deny or dispute against any of the points mentioned, and it would be at best difficult to prove that what he had written on those topics, however strange, constituted derision or scoffing, a point that would not go unnoted in subsequent discussion.
The following day, the 10th October, two more sermons were delivered to the Commons at St Margaret’s, one of them, by Edward Stillingfleet, rector of St Andrew’s Holborn, referring to the Parliamentary response to the moral crisis.​[42]​ It was at this point that the problem of Hobbes starts to emerge as a distinctive issue. Stillingfleet, a rising star amongst the London clergy, had actually been accused of Hobbism earlier in the decade, but in the later 1660s would position himself as an active public opponent of Hobbes and his ideas.​[43]​ Stillingfleet’s sermon elaborated upon the themes established by Outram and Dolben, but towards the end Stillingfleet turned his attention to epicurean immorality (in itself a theme increasingly associated with Hobbism) as a cause of concern, remarking that ‘the houses of great men in too many places are so near being publick schools of debauchery, rather than of piety and vertue, where men shall not want instructers to teach them to forget both God and themselves.’​[44]​ That Hobbes lived under the protection of the Earl of Devonshire may not have been a point lost on some of those in the audience. Intriguingly, Stillingfleet continued with a critical glance towards the proposed legislation. Nothing, he argued, would tend more to the honour and advantage of the nation than the curbing of such excesses, but he went on to say that ‘I do not mean so much by making new Laws, (for those generally do but exercise peoples Wits by finding out new evasions) but by executing old ones’. Stillingfleet was evidently sceptical about the attempt to legislate anew, undoubtedly aware of the difficulties of making new legislation effective enough to capture slippery atheists.
On the 16th the Bill received its second reading, and this time was referred to a much larger and more diverse committee, scheduled to meet the following day.​[45]​ This committee was tasked with examination of the existing laws with a view to repealing what needed repealing and reducing all of the extant legislation into one law, alongside a range of penalties. Milward, who was a member, noted that the committee was required to define key terms such as atheism, blasphemy, oaths and swearing​[46]​, and that to aid in this process it was to consult with Convocation, or some divines appointed for the purpose. The Committee was scheduled to meet on the afternoon of the 17th. We don’t know in detail what happened the following day (Milward was ill overnight, and only found out afterwards) but there was clearly further discussion of the issue in the House on the morning of the 17th, in which Hobbes and Leviathan were specifically named as matters of concern to the Committee.​[47]​ The official record noted that the committee was further empowered ‘to receive Information touching such Books as tend to Atheism, Blasphemy or Profaneness, or against the Essence or Attributes of God; and in particular, the Book published in the Name of one White; and the Book of Mr. Hobbs, called The Leviathan’.​[48]​ What Milward heard later in the day suggested that more radical measures were actually being contemplated, he was informed ‘that it was moved in the House that certain atheistical books should be burned, among which Mr. Hobbes Leviathan was one.’​[49]​ 
	Although the Parliamentary comments are not sourced to particular individuals, they are perhaps deserving of closer inspection. The discussion on the morning the 17th effectively personalised the agenda of the committee in a way that its existing brief had not; someone had made the judgement that however the legislation was to proceed, it needed to focus more specifically upon Hobbes and White. The idea that Leviathan should be burned was not new. Richard Baxter had called upon Parliament to burn Hobbes’s book in 1655.​[50]​ Perhaps more relevantly Clarendon later gave reasons to suppose that he did think that Leviathan should have been burnt during this period​[51]​ so it is likely that Milward’s rumour had some basis in fact; such a call could plausibly have come from Presbyterians or Hyde’s Episcopalian allies in the Commons that morning.
But another interesting hint about the intellectual source of the discussion about Hobbes comes from the way that he was paired with the Blackloist Thomas White. The general association of Hobbes and White was not particularly new in that both had been condemned for their shared political views on several occasions.​[52]​ However, the 1666 attack focused upon their theology.  Anthony Wood’s account of the incident identified White’s book as The Middle State of Souls (1659), a work primarily about purgatory in which White argued that torments suffered by disembodied souls could be nothing to do with the corporal punishments inflicted by demons or flames, but rather arose from the inner conflict between a soul’s base desires and a yearning to attain the beatific vision of God.​[53]​ White’s rationalisation of the nature of posthumous punishment had offended just about everyone. Leviathan also contained an equally heterodox rationalisation of the rewards and punishments of the afterlife. Hobbes’s treatment of this theme in Leviathan was built around his strenuous attempts to make political and materialist sense of scriptural discussions of heaven and hell. Heaven, for Hobbes, became a place on earth subject to the rule of Christ. Hell was also situated on earth, and the damned seemed to enjoy an earthly existence before they were finally annihilated.​[54]​ 
Not a few commentators had been suspicious of Hobbes’s argument here. In the year of Leviathan’s publication, Henry Hammond referred to Hobbes’s theology as ‘a farrago of all the maddest divinity that ever was read’, accusing him of having destroyed ‘Trinity, Heaven and Hell’. Hammond returned to this theme in an attack on Leviathan in 1652, where he singled out the same doctrines.​[55]​ The same year Presbyterian booksellers listed Hobbes doctrine about posthumous punishment as one of Hobbes’s key blasphemies.​[56]​ In 1653 Alexander Ross was quick to associate the unfamiliar account of heaven and hell with Mahometanism.​[57]​ John Bramhall drew scathing attention to Hobbes’s ‘temporary pains of hell’ in Castigations of Mr Hobbes (1657)​[58]​ and in The Catching of Leviathan (1658) made it clear that he thought that Hobbes’s doctrines (‘without precedent or partner’) were designed to diminish the traditional role of the rewards and punishments of the afterlife.​[59]​ Even if commentators were genuinely puzzled by Hobbes’s arguments they were all extremely suspicious of his motives for reducing divine reward and punishment to earthly states, rightly perceiving that he was launching a systematic assault upon the traditional clerical accounts of the mechanisms of divine justice.
The reassertion of the importance of divine rewards and punishments was a common feature of Restoration sermon rhetoric, and in the hands of Hobbes’s Episcopalian critics the comments could often be angled against Hobbes’s arguments. Ward’s 1661 sermon alluded to the way that Hobbesian principles enervated religion (including rewards and punishments) to the detriment of society​[60]​, and stressed that only a properly Christian appreciation of the nature of divine justice could underpin effective political obligation.​[61]​ It is also no surprise to find this theme being amplified from the neo-Laudian stronghold of Oxford University, where the theological legacy of Henry Hammond was being promoted strongly by the triumvirate of Hammond’s followers at Christ Church the Dean, John Fell, the theologian Richard Allestree, and, while he was there, John Dolben.​[62]​ The linking of Hobbes and White which later resurfaced in the Atheism Bill proceedings can be found in the preface to a work of Hammond’s published posthumously at Oxford by the university printer, Hagieåa theoåu krisis Iudgment worthy of God, or, An assertion of the existence and duration of hell torments (1665).​[63]​ The anonymous author of the preface to Hammond’s defence of the traditional account of hell was not slow in identifying its targets. He complained that ‘We have in our own language been solemnly instructed that the pains of Hell are nothing but the luxuries of Earth; the drudgery of getting Children [sidenote: Mr Hobbs], and living or'e again that age which sensual men would live for ever.[sidenote: Mr White].’​[64]​, positions that would undermine apprehension of the necessarily dreadful character of God’s judgement of the reprobate.
Given the prevailing mood of the Parliamentary sermon literature in the autumn of 1666, with their repeated programmatic emphasis upon the character of divine judgement, it was unsurprising that the two main targets were the theological views of reward and punishment in the work of Hobbes and White; even the proposal to burn Leviathan could be taken as an appropriate response to a text in which punishment by fire was not taken seriously enough. The nature of the attack on the morning of the 17th and its fit with the clerical agenda being projected at the MPs suggests that it was at least inspired, if not orchestrated, by some of the Episcopalian critics who had helped to focus the attention of the Commons in Hobbes’s direction. Ward, an inveterate opponent of Hobbes, and Dolben (very closely linked to the Oxford neo-Laudians) are likely suspects; both involved in managing Parliamentary business for Sheldon and Clarendon they would later take a conspicuous role in promoting the legislation.​[65]​ If the Commons did consult with members of Convocation (where Dolben also served as prolocutor), it is not hard to believe that Ward, Dolben and Stillingfleet, the preachers who set the mood for the legislative process, were somehow involved.
If external clerical pressure may have been prompting discussion of Leviathan this may explain why the attack on Hobbes and White appeared to vanish into thin air at the committee stage of proceedings. We don’t know what happened at the Committee meetings, but at the moment there is no evidence that Hobbes and White were in fact either investigated or discussed by the larger, more diverse body that presumably met later to scrutinise the Bill and devise a suitable tariff of punishments.​[66]​ The Committee met again on the 10th November​[67]​, and the chairman, Roger Pepys (cousin of Samuel), reported on 23rd January 1667, proposing a few amendments to the existing proposals that were subsequently accepted, but nothing else that specifically mentioned Hobbes or White.​[68]​ On the 31st January the Bill received its final reading, after which Sir Thomas Clargis took it up to the House of Lords.​[69]​ The following day the Lords voted whether to make the Bill a matter for the whole house, and when this motion was defeated it entrusted the Bill to a smaller select committee.​[70]​ It isn’t clear whether this committee actually met before the 8th but the King’s prorogation of the Parliamentary session brought the process to a grinding halt.
Although the mention of his name in Parliament in October might well have been the cause of some concern to Hobbes, at this stage of the proceedings the Atheism Bill constituted an irritation rather than a major threat to the philosopher’s safety. As we have seen, and as Stillingfleet appears to have realised, the wording of the preamble was so generalised that it was unlikely to lead to the conviction of a theological sophisticate like Hobbes. But in addition the proposed penalties probably wouldn’t constitute much of a danger even if a conviction were secured. For a first offence he would face a £50 fine and be required to recant (which he certainly would have done, a blow to his pride, but not to his body); a repeated offence might trigger banishment to the plantations for five years, but the death penalty was only reserved for banished exiles who returned early. The attenuated nature of the Parliamentary threat perhaps explains why Hobbes now did something that would have been inexplicable had the legislation left him, as many commentators tend to suppose, in genuine fear for his life: he embarked upon the Latin translation of Leviathan, the book at the centre of the controversies over his reputation, in which he would reassert some of his most unusual political and religious doctrines.
A letter of November 1667 from Pierre Blaeu, son of Hobbes’s Dutch publisher, to Hobbes gives evidence that Hobbes was at that point two thirds of the way through the translation of Leviathan.​[71]​ Working two hours per day, Hobbes hoped to be finished by Easter of 1668. The information suggests that Hobbes had probably begun the project towards the end of 1666, shortly after the Parliamentary attack on his name and his book, a rather striking demonstration of Hobbes’s refusal to be cowed by the atheism Bill. What is even more remarkable about this letter is that it reveals that Hobbes was not only producing a new version of his most notorious text, but that he was interested in ensuring that his complete Latin works, including Leviathan, would be supplied to an English audience.​[72]​ It has usually been assumed that the Latin Opera Philosophica was destined for a purely continental audience, but it is clear that although Hobbes was forced to publish abroad by the licensing laws, this did not mean that the republication of his Latin works was not intended for domestic readers. The version of the edition that was eventually published under the imprint of the English bookseller Cornelius Bee shows that this was intended.​[73]​ Indeed, it is possible to see the publication of the Latin Opera, and the Latin Leviathan, as part of Hobbes’s domestic campaign to reassert his ideas.

The Allestree Sermon
The events of 1667 might have given Hobbes reason to believe that there could be an opening window of political opportunity to reassert his projects.​[74]​ Clarendon’s administration, already tottering at the end of 1666, was headed for the disasters that led to his fall at the end of the summer of the following year. One of the main political beneficiaries of these developments was Arlington, very likely to be one of those courtiers who Clarendon believed had been infected by Hobbesian principles. Even though Archbishop Sheldon was by 1667 no automatic supporter of the beleagured Lord Chancellor​[75]​, few of the Episcopalian clergy could have had any illusions about the ideological dangers posed by the seismic shifts in English politics. For all that Hyde had disappointed in other respects he was at least committed to sustaining Episcopal Anglicanism as the bedrock of the Restoration settlement. The priorities of the new order were less certain; the church was facing a growing tide of criticism that would lead many to recall the dark days of 1641; the burgeoning confidence of dissenters generated louder discussion of religious toleration or comprehension that might well compromise the status of the established church. What an ideologically Hobbesian regime might countenance in these circumstances was the stuff of Episcopalian nightmares. In this atmosphere it is unsurprising that the abortive anti-atheism legislation was reactivated when the Cavalier Parliament, perhaps the last reliable political prop for the established church, met again in October, and that it was unmistakeably aimed at Hobbes himself. 
The proposed legislation that came before the Lords on the 14th October had actually been amended for this session in a way that emphasised the specifically anti-Hobbesian message of the previous year. The text now made additional offences of the denial of ‘the Immortality of mens soules, and the resurrection of the body and the eternal rewards in Heaven, and eternal torments in Hell.’​[76]​ It isn’t clear who was responsible for these changes, but the wording clearly recalls the anti-Hobbesian rhetoric that had shaped the Parliamentary attack a year beforehand, and the effect was to aim the Bill more decisively against Hobbes.​[77]​ Hobbes himself appears to have been conscious that these changes were aimed at him because he ultimately revised or deleted the offending arguments in chapters 38 and 44 and in the new appendix to the Latin Leviathan offered a specific defence of his position on each of the matters raised.​[78]​ On the 15th October the Bill was referred to a select committee chaired by the Earl of  Bridgewater and including Dolben (now Bishop of Rochester), Ward and the former Anglican exile and future critic of Hobbes Benjamin Laney (Bishop of Ely).​[79]​ On the 19th the Bill was read through in paragraphs and a number of amendments proposed, including one to the preamble which was tasked to Dolben. The text that he would eventually offer in December again reinforced the narrative that had shaped the early stages of the Bill in the Commons, making explicit reference to the fact that the Act offered a response to the judgements of God, again emphasising the programme announced by the sermon literature from 1666.​[80]​ 
If the rhetoric of the Bill was being ramped up by the Bishops in the autumn of 1667, it wasn’t the only significant clerical assault that Hobbes faced as the Episcopalians zeroed in on the philosopher and his dangerous ideas. With Clarendon languishing under the threat of impeachment and authority leaking away from his clerical clients, Richard Allestree, Regius Professor of Divinity at Oxford and Provost of Eton, decided to launch a more direct assault upon Hobbes in front of the King himself.​[81]​ As we have already noted, Allestree, together with Dolben and Fell had been one of the intellectual architects of the neo-Laudian regime in Oxford.​[82]​ As the anonymous author of the best-selling Whole Duty of Man, he was one of the leading intellectual forces behind the reconstruction of Restoration Anglicanism, a project which was now under threat from the sort of values promoted by Hobbes, and which were apparently infecting the Court. On 17 November Allestree preached a sermon at Whitehall during which he made clear the dangerous consequences of Hobbism in a sophisticated and cleverly-crafted critique.​[83]​ 
Unbelief, Allestree commented, could never be in the virtuous man’s interest​[84]​, because if men should persuade themselves that religion and God were ‘but dreams or artifice’, and thereby ‘arrive so far as to have no fear of God, nor sense of Honestie or Vertue, the whole world must needs return into the first confusions of its Chaos.’​[85]​ The chaos Allestree had in mind would have been instantly familiar to any reader of Hobbes. With religion, honesty and virtue gone, Allestree argued, 

…every man may lawfully break in upon and invade every thing. There is no fence to guard thy Coffers nor thy Bed, no nor thy very Breast: rather indeed there can be nothing thine. This is, ‘tis true, Leviathan’s state of Nature.​[86]​

Having shown that the foundation of Hobbes’s basic argument was a product of atheism, Allestree then turned to the demolition of the theory’s superstructure. If Hobbes prescribed ‘Pacts and Oaths’ as the remedy for the state of war, without virtue or religion ‘there is no obligation to keep Pacts or Oaths. And why should he observe them that can safely break them? Here it is indeed that Doctrine ends; to this their infidelity does tend.’ The thought that the Hobbesian argument effectively removed the sources of obligation that were necessary to underpin oaths and contracts had been a distinctive feature of the royalist critique of Hobbes’s theory, and it may be no accident that it had been a prominent feature of Edward Hyde’s distinctive personal critique since 1640.​[87]​ Allestree went on to contrast the atheist’s suggestion that God and religion were politic inventions necessary for government with their self-defeating erosion of the very values that supported the state:
And are they not kind Subjects then, who by promoting Atheism, labour to break down that fence which themselves account necessary? Or are they not good rational Discourses too, who labour to throw out a thing as false and vain, because ‘tis necessary? So necessary sure, that they who weaken these bonds of Religion, quite dissolve those of Allegiance, all those Sinews are made of those Sacred Ties, which if you untwist, the other Cords are burst as easily as threads of Cobweb.​[88]​

The finale to Allestree’s assault was to draw the ominous conclusion that ‘these Doctrines lay Principles that justifie Rebellion and King-killing. For if there’s no such thing as Vertue or Religion, then those are no Crimes. And it is no wonder Treason hath been lov’d, when Blasphemy hath been so.’​[89]​ Allestree made the lesson crystal clear: when men drolled on God, they would quickly learn to be irreverent about their earthly superiors.
In the space of a few paragraphs Allestree had skewered Hobbes as an ultimately disloyal atheist, drawing upon the Old Royalist critique to offer a dire warning to the King about the consequences of Hobbism. At the same time he had offered  an account of the true political benefits that would accrue from adherence to genuine religious belief in a God that was capable of bringing men to an ‘after-reckoning’. It wasn’t the first time that the Episcopalians had resorted to such tactics in an attempt to neutralise Hobbes​[90]​, but they were now very much on the back-foot, a feature of the situation that was certainly not lost on Hobbes, who would offer a decisive response to Allestree’s sermon in the as-yet unfinished Behemoth.​[91]​
Looking at Behemoth in the light of Allestree’s sermon, there can be little doubt that the unusually vehement assault upon the universities in that text, and the doctrines of the university clergy associated with them, was particularly aimed at his neo-Laudian Oxford assailants. In all of his writings, Hobbes had been fascinated but also profoundly irritated by the role of the universities as sources of national moral, political, religious and scientific doctrine.​[92]​ As institutions which produced the gentry, but more importantly the clergy, who preached in every parish, the universities were crucial to the ideological health of the political community.​[93]​ If the universities played their role properly, they could be vital instruments to the stability of the commonwealth. But Hobbes’s discussion of them focused upon the way that they had become the vehicles by which corrupted and seditious philosophical, political and theological doctrines had been disseminated by self-interested clerics, with disastrous results. Hobbes had called for better doctrine (his, unsurprisingly) to be taught in the Universities in the 1650s and this account of university reform had done much to provoke his dispute with Wilkins, Ward and Wallis during that decade. He had toyed with the thought that the nascent Royal Society might constitute an alternate route to the same end, but by the early 1660s this too was dominated by his clerical enemies (a fact to which he drew attention in his Latin works). The assault by the neo-Laudian machine at Oxford now provoked him to a sustained attack upon the Restoration Anglican establishment and its university headquarters.
	‘The Vniuersities’ Hobbes thundered, via the persona of the character ‘A’, ‘haue been to this Nation, as the wooden horse to the Troianes’. He added his by now very familiar analysis of the failure of the clerically-dominated institutions, but in a digression he then zeroed in upon Allestree’s central thesis about the relationship of religion to political authority, with a view to offering a decisive rejoinder to it. All virtue, A ventures, is comprehended in obedience to the laws of the commonwealth.​[94]​ Religion, he pointedly observes, is one of the laws of the commonwealth, and the reason is that ‘because men can neuer by their own wisdom come to the knowledge of what God [>hath] spoken and commanded to be obserued, nor be obliged to obey the Laws whose Author they know not, they are to acquiesce in some humane Authority or other.’​[95]​ Hobbes suggests that the proper understanding of the relationship between religion and political authority had been corrupted by the Roman Catholic Church, for whom religion meant being subservient to the church’s doctrine, ‘though it be Treason’.​[96]​ The character ‘A’ then turns the discussion to clergy of England, and asks rhetorically if it pretends ‘to haue a right from God immediately to gouerne the King and his subjects in all points of Religion and Manners?’​[97]​ If they do, he warns darkly, ‘you cannot doubt that if they had number and strength…they would attempt to obtaine that power, as the others [meaning the Roman Catholics and the Presbyterians] haue done.’ 
With that warning in place, Hobbes goes on to examine if it is the case, as B asks A to recommend a sample work of Anglican morality. A refers B to The whole duty of man and although the work was anonymous it is clear that Hobbes, at least, knew the name of its author. Hobbes’s attack upon Allestree reverses the Oxford divinity professor’s treason charge against Hobbes: the philosopher argued that it was the Oxford Episcopalians who were the subversive danger for the state. A comments that ‘I dare say that if the Presbyterian ministers, euen those of them which were the most diligent Preachers of the late Sedition were to be tryed by it, they would go neer to be found not guilty.’​[98]​ Hobbes’s case against Allestree turns upon the latter’s doctrine of active and passive obedience, which opens the door to the possibility that subjects might refuse to act obediently and ‘to obey God rather than men’.​[99]​ For Hobbes this was the justification deployed by the Presbyterians, and ‘If it be lawfull then for subiects to resist the King when he commands any thing that is against the Scripture, it is impossible  that the life of any King or the peace of any Christian Kingdome can be long secure.’​[100]​ Hobbes’s lengthy disquisition on the failings of Allestree’s positions and the presumption of his role as expositor of the requirements of religion leads to one of the most radical suggestions in the book, the forcible reform of the universities: ‘The coar of Rebellion as you haue seen by this, and read of other Rebellions, are the Vniuersities, which neuerthelesse are not to be cast away, but to be better disciplin’d’. The discipline that Hobbes had in mind was aimed squarely at the clericalist neo-Laudian doctrine that had come to dominate Oxford; universities should, he argued, teach men that their duty is to obey the laws, that the civil laws are God’s laws, that the people and the church are one thing, that the King owes his crown to God and to ‘no man Ecclesiastick’, that religion is ‘a quiet waiting for the coming againe of our blessed Sauiour’.​[101]​ It was Hobbes at his most pugnacious, taking his political opportunity to strike a blow at what he undoubtedly saw as the recurring clericalist cancer.
Although Hobbes’s suggestions here sound unfeasibly radical, it is worth emphasising that this period did offer real opportunities for the Crown to break the neo-Laudian stranglehold on Oxford, if it had the political will to take them. Clarendon had been Chancellor of the University and his sudden flight to France in December was soon followed by his resignation, leaving a politically and intellectually important vacuum. Hobbes’s Oxford opponents were certainly aware of the dangers. John Fell, anxious at the prospect of an ideologically hostile courtier being imposed upon the University, called a snap election a few days later to install the elderly Archbishop Sheldon in an unconstitutional stop-gap role that would continue until the summer of 1669. In July of that year Sheldon was finally able to relinquish the post into the safe old royalist hands of James Butler, the duke of Ormonde.​[102]​ For Hobbes to hint at the possibility of a purge of Oxford to rival the similar event carried out in 1648 (and praised effusively in Behemoth) was ambitious to say the least, but not entirely inconceivable.​[103]​
Hobbes’s aggressive response to Allestree’s attack reveals a characteristic determination to strike back at his now compromised clerical opponents. Clarendon’s fall had left the episcopalians in a desperate political situation: almost all of the bishops had opposed the moves to impeach Clarendon in November, and Charles was quick to retaliate against the Anglican hierarchy.​[104]​ John Dolben was removed from the Privy Council, as was Clarendon’s friend George Morley, the Bishop of Winchester. Morley would also later lose his position as Dean of the Chapel Royal. Although Sheldon remained a Privy Counsellor, he was now politically marginalised and isolated, with almost no influence over the regime’s religious policy.​[105]​
In the meantime the Atheism Bill was considered in the Lords on the 10th December, and an enlarged select committee met on the 12th where a series of amendments were tabled. The amendments here were very minor, but the changes to the main text (apparently the work of Herbert Croft, Bishop of Hereford, now favoured at Court) seem to bespeak an anxiety that the original text was too tightly specified to capture likely offenders.​[106]​ The problem of adequate definition of the offences concerned frequently seems to have problematised the passage of the legislation. Other committee meetings took place during the following week involving consultations with lawyers, but these were largely concerned with tweaks to the complicated penalty tariff and procedural questions about Parliamentary privilege. These changes were finally presented to the Lords on the 18th by the Earl of Bridgewater, and after two readings and some debate, further discussion was deferred to the next meeting after the Adjournment on the 19th.





We know that Hobbes, at some point in the 1660s, believed himself to be in danger of being prosecuted for heresy, a fear that led to the composition of a range of works dealing with the heresy issue. In An historical narration concerning heresy, Hobbes himself commented that after the Restoration:

...His Majesty restored the Bishops and pardoned the Presbyterians; but then both the one and the other accused in Parliament his Book of Heresie, when neither the Bishops before the War had declared what was Heresie, when if they had, it had been made void by the putting down of the High Commission at the importunity of the Presbyterians.​[109]​

 Aubrey’s Life records what appears to be the same incident:

There was a report, (and surely true) that in Parliament, not long after the king was settled, some of the bishops made a motion, to have the good old gentleman burn’t for a Heretique; which he hearing, fear’d that his papers might be search’t by their order, and he told me he had burn’t part of them.​[110]​

In 1708 White Kennett supplied a longer and more detailed account:

In October 1666, when Complaint was made in Parliament against his Books, and some Proceedings against him were depending, with a Bill against Atheism and Prophaneness; he was then at Chatsworth, and appear’d extreamly disturb’d at the News of it; fearing that Messengers would come for him, and that the Earl would deliver him up, and the Two Houses commit him to the Bishops, and they decree him a Heretick, and return him to the Civil Magistrate for a Writ de Heretico Comburendo. This Terror upon his Spirits made them sink very much...Under these Apprehensions of Danger he drew up An Historical Narration of Heresie, and the Punishment thereof....​[111]​

It has proved difficult to date and to verify these accounts. Hobbes’s narrative together with Aubrey’s version appears to suggest an attack in the early 1660s in the House of Lords whereas Kennett’s account refers specifically to the Parliamentary attack in 1666. However there is no straightforward evidence that such proceedings took place. The different versions have inspired a fair amount of speculation, some of it highly ingenious.​[112]​ Philip Milton’s consideration of the problem leaves one with the impression that Hobbes may have exaggerated the threat. More recently Alan Cromartie has suggested that Hobbes’s anxieties began with the Parliamentary proceedings in 1666, and were significantly deepened by the Scargill affair of 1668-9, an account that fits with what we know of the composition of Hobbes’s writings. In what follows I would like to suggest that some new evidence may allow us to connect some of Hobbes’s various writings to specific events in 1668 related to the discussion of the Atheism bill by members of the House of Lords.
This thought takes us back to the Parliamentary session of March and April 1668, where the heated religious controversies in the Commons formed part of the backdrop to the continued passage of the Atheism Bill through the Lords. The Bill, together with the December amendments was finally discussed again on the morning of the 14th March by a Committee of the whole House of Lords, but the discussion here clearly took an unusual turn. After what the Lords Journal refers to as a ‘serious Debate’, it was ordered that discussion should be continued on another day, but in the meantime a sub-committee would be appointed to consult with members of the judiciary ‘to consider and search what Laws, or what Remedy by Law, are now in Force to punish the Crimes mentioned in the Bill’. This move appeared to repeat the initial investigation of anti-atheism legislation carried out by the Parliamentary select committee in 1666, but it is not made clear why this scrutiny needed to be repeated at this stage. One possibility is that the need for additional legislation was being challenged in some way, but it isn’t entirely clear by whom or for what reason.​[113]​
	On Monday 16th March the sub-committee chaired by the Earl of Bolingbroke, met to cross-examine the staunch Anglican judge Sir Richard Rainsford, a Baron of the Exchequer.​[114]​ It seems that only a handful of peers attended, less than the required quorum, but the manuscript minutes suggest that it may have been the source of developments which would prove to be extremely alarming to Hobbes.  Rainsford was asked whether there was any statute or law in force against the offences mentioned in the Bill. He gave the clear answer that there was not, the proper cognizance of the offences being in the ecclesiastical courts. However, having given this answer, Rainsford then pointed out to the committee that under the common law, offenders might be committed before a bishop​[115]​, and if subsequently offending against the imposed sanction, a writ de haeretico comburendo might be applied for. De haeretico comburendo was the common law writ devised in the fifteenth century to authorize the execution of heretics by burning. Used occasionally in the early seventeenth century, the measure remained in force until its repeal in 1677. The committee pressed Rainsford as to whether there was any statute or common law remedy ‘without the Help of Ecclesiasticall lawe?’. Rainsford responded that he didn’t know of any, but reiterated that some of the offences could be dealt with by the ecclesiastical and common law together. Rainsford was then asked to consider the offence of denying the being of God under this heading. If this was heresy, he replied circumspectly, an obstinate offender might face the issue of the writ de haeretico comburendo, or if it was a first offence, the writ de excommunication capiendo, or imprisonment.
	The minutes of the meeting do not identify who was driving the questioning, and why they were doing so, but Rainsford’s answers clearly raised the possibility that the forms of atheism targeted in the Bill might be prosecuted under the procedures governing heresy cases. The Bill was scheduled for further discussion by the Lords on the 30th March, where Bolingbroke stated that the subcommittee was unable to report because the previous meeting had been inquorate. It met again on Monday 2nd April, when it examined Sir Thomas Tyrrell, Judge in the Court of Common Pleas.​[116]​ Like Rainsford, Tyrrell was asked whether there were any laws in force to punish the offences mentioned in the Bill. Tyrrell gave the same negative answer. However, in the next question John Cosin, the Bishop of Durham, who had clearly been immersing himself in the technicalities of heresy law, asked whether the heresy legislation made under 25 Henry VIII c.14 ‘be good’. The statute concerned had codified the practice of heresy convictions to that date but, as Tyrrell pointed out in reply, it had been repealed in a later Edwardian statute, 1 Edward VI c.12.​[117]​ But this apparently did not deter the line of questioning: Tyrrell was asked about the legal basis of a conviction that postdated the repeal of the Henrician statute: the burning of John Lewes, an Arian executed for heresy in Norwich in 1583.​[118]​ Tyrrell replied that the offence was persistent heresy, tried by the provincial synod; the offence thus had no statutary dimension but an ecclesiastical court had applied for the common law writ and the execution had taken place.
The heresy process was discussed again on April 6th when the minutes show Tyrrell clarifying the procedural options in an interesting way.​[119]​ Referring to the ‘Epicurans’ mentioned as falling under the writ of De heretico comburendo he comments that they were first punished by an ecclesiastical court. The reference to ‘Epicurans’ is tantalising. It is possible that the secretary taking the minutes misheard a reference to Arians, or that Tyrrell was using the term loosely to denote heretical thought more generally, but Hobbes had for a long time been seen as a kind of epicurean, and here the term allusively connects him to the cases being discussed. As we shall see, Hobbes certainly seems to have taken the proceedings in the sub-committee very seriously indeed, and even if his name was not mentioned in the record there is enough material in the bare minutes to raise some Hobbesian concern about what exactly Cosin and his colleagues were up to. Fortunately for Hobbes Tyrrell’s next comment was to reiterate that there was ‘Noe lawe wth us by wch wee can examine Heresy or Atheisme’. Another option that evidently had been canvassed was the possibility of prosecuting offenders under the Act of Uniformity, but although Tyrrell confirmed that a prosecution could come before common law judges, ‘they examine it not as Heresy, but as a depravacon of the Common Prayer.’ The general terms of the Act of Uniformity could conceivably ‘fetch in Heresy’, he commented, ‘but it is better that the crimes to be punished were particularized.’ Tyrrell concluded by confirming that there was no temporal law to punish atheism or blasphemy. This summary verdict was reiterated in a brief note submitted to the Lords on the 10th April which stated that none of the particulars in the Bill were of ‘Temporall Cognizance’.​[120]​
Historians have tended to focus upon this official recorded outcome without noticing the discussion of heresy that is only mentioned in the manuscript minutes of the Lords’ sub-committee. But it is clearly this discussion in March and April 1668 that best matches the incident recorded variously by Hobbes, Aubrey and Kennett, all of whom specifically refer to Bishops talking about heresy proceedings in Parliament, and in Kennet’s case, outlining the legal processes that were under discussion by the Lords.​[121]​ At least one Bishop, John Cosin, was involved in the discussion, and he had clearly made some study of the heresy legislation. 
Although Cosin does not appear to have been directly involved in the anti-Hobbes activity of the previous years he was someone who could plausibly have been interested in the prosecution of Hobbes, and specifically in his prosecution as a heretic. The most important bishop in the Restoration Anglican establishment after Sheldon and Morley, Cosin had been one of the Episcopalian exiles in France. Cosin knew Hobbes then, and as we have already noted, ministered to Hobbes during his illness in 1647. Cosin’s attitude to Hobbes at this time was equivocal; his annotations to his copy of the 1647 edition of De cive reveal positive assessments of aspects of Hobbes’s ecclesiology, but at the same time some unmistakeable suspicion of the implications of his theology.​[122]​ Cosin was still on sufficiently good terms with Hobbes in 1651 to be the recipient of a large-paper presentation copy of Leviathan, but this may have been the source of some deterioration in the relationship (as it appears to have been with many of Hobbes’s Anglican friends). We know that Cosin thought that Hobbes’s views were unacceptable because Hobbes himself records his specific reaction to Leviathan: Cosin told him that his unusual account of personality in that book ‘was not applicable enough to the doctrine of the Trinity.’​[123]​ It has been suggested that Cosin might have played some role in Hobbes’s exclusion from the court in 1651, although how directly Cosin was involved is not clear.​[124]​ A sermon preached to the Court shortly after Hobbes’s expulsion does betray some relevant anxiety about those who ‘took a round and short way to condemn all that they did not by the light of their own wits and reason understand’. Cosin had in mind latter-day manifestations of the ‘black-rowled Arian’ against which he railed at length for their failure to draw the proper conclusions from natural reason.​[125]​ The notorious treatment of the Trinity in Leviathan may well have led Cosin to believe that Hobbes had fallen into a species of heretical Arianism. Hobbes of course later claimed that Cosin would testify to his theism in 1662, but the move can hardly have endeared him to the Bishop.​[126]​ It may explain why Cosin might have been less keen on the new and ill-defined legislation against atheism promoted by Dolben and in favour of more traditional sanctions against heresy. The thought that Hobbes was some kind of odd antitrinitarian would connect him seamlessly with Arians like Lewes who had been burned for similar views, perfect examples for the sort of proceedings that might be put into effect against someone who by 1668 had shown himself to be a threat to church and state. It can also be no accident that Hobbes took some care in the revisions to his work to respond to what he knew of Cosin’s specific concerns and conspicuously name-checked him in An historical narration; Hobbes was going out of his way to neutralise perhaps his most dangerous Anglican opponent.
Although the evidence is fragmentary, it seems reasonable to assume that Hobbes was not imagining the danger that faced him. It is highly probable that he and his doctrines were mentioned in the House of Lords in March as part of the ‘serious Debate’ mentioned in the Lords Journal​[127]​, and that this led to formation of the sub-committee which set about investigating the possibility of using heresy legislation against atheism. There can be no doubt that these developments seriously rattled Hobbes in a way that the previous tilts at his work had not. They also, typically, galvanised him into a decisive and robust response. Alan Cromartie convincingly suggests that the first treatment of the heresy issue produced by Hobbes was the chapter on heresy in the new Appendix to the Latin Leviathan, the main text of which, if he was on schedule, he had nearly completed.​[128]​ 
De Haeresi appears to have been designed to deflect a generalised charge of heresy, a strategy consistent with the sort of anxiety that might have been raised by initial news of the March proceedings in the Lords. Defining ‘heresy’ as ‘the doctrine of any sect’, Hobbes offered an historical account of the way that the definition of heresy had evolved into doctrine that was condemned.​[129]​ Although in the early church heresies were illegitimately condemned by the clergy themselves, orthodoxy was (in Hobbesian terms) properly formalised by Emperor Constantine in the Nicene Creed. That said, his authority was subsequently usurped by the Papacy (with the introduction of temporal sanguinary punishments) until the Reformation when princes started to re-establish the proper relationship between church and state. Hobbes suggests that the current English situation was perfectly Constantinian in that the nature of punishable heresy is determined by the law. But here Hobbes pulled out the first version of what would be a rapidly evolving case against a heresy charge: the law included no authoritative statement about heretical belief, and even the High Commission constituted by Elizabeth to determine what was and what was not heresy failed to establish the Nicene Creed as part of the law.​[130]​ When the High Commission was abolished in 1641, this left no law against heresy and ecclesiastical authorities with no authority to punish heretics except by the spiritual sanction of excommunication.​[131]​ The implication was clear: with no statute law defining heresy, Hobbes could not be punished for any of his theological opinions.
Hobbes’s De Haeresi suggests that he had yet to encounter the detail of what the sub-committee was discussing with Rainsford and Tyrrell, but a clear sign that he did become aware of the contents of that discussion can be found in a brief manuscript composed by Hobbes on the law of heresy.​[132]​ Here Hobbes prepared a technical legal defence against the measures discussed by the Lords’ committee. The manuscript runs briefly through the history of heresy legislation, drawing particular attention to the Edwardian statute that repealed the Henrician legislation mentioned by Cosin.​[133]​ Hobbes then charts the brief reimposition of heresy law under Mary before showing that the Elizabethan repeal of those measures returned the law to the situation under Edward, ie., one where there could be no statutary basis for the writs de haeretico comburendo and de excommunicato capiendo. ‘These Statutes considered’, notes Hobbes, ‘there is no need to answer to any particular doctrine mentioned by my accusers.’​[134]​ Given that Hobbes’s own conclusion here is very close to those of the judges, it is tempting to return to Richard Tuck’s thought that Hobbes may have influenced the proceedings in some way, although there is no concrete evidence of that.​[135]​
	The Chatsworth manuscript was clearly written with a view to providing a technical legal response to any charges arising from the sub-committee hearing. But in addition to arming himself against a heresy charge, Hobbes also decided to produce more public defences of his positions aimed at a broader audience. These pieces, completed by the end of June 1668, were typically Hobbesian combinations of defence, justification and attack. The Answer to Bishop Bramhall animadverted the first chapter of Bramhall’s Catching of the Leviathan (1658), which had been devoted to attacking Hobbes’s theological positions.​[136]​ Even though Hobbes claimed that he had never heard of Catching until three months before he wrote the preface (pointing to a date in March), the arguments in it were very familiar to him. The book had been based a critique of De cive which Bramhall had first sent to Hobbes in 1645, and with which Hobbes had already engaged in the second edition of De cive and Leviathan.​[137]​ In his 1668 reply Hobbes sought to expose Bramhall as a poor interpreter of Leviathan, revealing the Bishop’s hostile reading strategies and, against the charges of atheism, defending his own theology as coherent and consistent with scripture; neither atheistic nor impious. Although there is much more to say about this text than space allows, it is worth noting a few features that are relevant to the current argument.​[138]​ 
Leaving aside the very strong probability that Bramhall’s critique had been mentioned as part of the heresy discussions, the Archbishop was an ideal opponent.​[139]​ A key player in the church in exile, he had come to stand for the jure divino episcopalianism that Hobbes had always loathed, and which was now animating the church of England and afflicting Hobbes personally. The lengthy exchanges of the 1640s and 1650s gave Hobbes familiar material and a plausible script (scripturally literate rational Protestantism against residually Roman Catholic Episcopalian priestcraft), whilst the fact that Bramhall was dead meant that Hobbes could not be accused of tangling with any dangerous live opponents (a strategy not unlike some of the polemic loosely concealed as historical commentary in Behemoth). Indeed it is striking that Hobbes does tread carefully around issues dear to his live antagonists. In deference to Cosin’s critique of his doctrine of the Trinity, he concedes that the explanation should be altered.​[140]​ Elsewhere he modifies his claim about the terrestrial fate of the damned.​[141]​ But for all that Hobbes trimmed his sails ever so slightly, it is also worth pointing out that not only is the Answer to Bramhall a robust defence of Hobbes’s theology from an atheism charge, but it is also another aggressive restatement of many of his ideas, and at the same time an explicit invitation to the reader to open a copy of the English Leviathan, an invitation which suggests that Hobbes may already have been thinking about producing a new edition of the censored text.​[142]​
	Hobbes’s Historical narration concerning heresy follows on from the Answer to Bramhall as a kind of appendix, and this work blends the arguments of De Haeresi with some of the more technical legal information contained in Chatsworth manuscript.​[143]​ The legal argument appended to Hobbes’s history of heresy regulation reiterated Hobbes’s claims that as a result of the Elizabethan legislation there was ‘no Statute by which a Heretick could be punished otherways, than by the ordinary Censures of the Church.’​[144]​ The High Commission appointed by the Queen had never defined actionable heresy, which, for Hobbes, left potential prosecutors with no legal recourse. That said, Hobbes had, by the writing of the Narration, become uncomfortably aware of the discussion about the common-law burnings, which first appears in the minutes of the Lords’ examination of Tyrrell on 2nd April. For Hobbes, given his understanding of the priority of statute law and the obvious danger posed by the conversion of customary law into legal punishments, these executions had to be illegal, although he stops short of saying this explicitly:

Some men may perhaps ask, whether nobody were condemned and burnt for heresy, during the time of the High Commission. I have heard there were: but they which approve such executions, may peradventure know better grounds for them than I do; but those grounds are very well worthy to be enquired after.​[145]​

Intriguingly, when Hobbes contacted Arlington’s secretary Joseph Williamson to discuss the publication of the work, Williamson baulked at this specific passage, possibly because of its provocative challenge to powerful enemies who were actively considering these precedents.​[146]​ Hobbes, eager to see the work in print, offered to delete it although he could ‘see no cause of exception against them, and desire to haue them stand’. The concession does not seem to have had any effect and Hobbes was denied a license to publish.​[147]​
Hobbes’s last major attempt to address the issues raised by the heresy discussion appear in the Dialogue...of the common laws of England. The work was motivated by Hobbes’s longstanding but now highly personal problems with a common law system that on the account of a judge like Rainsford might facilitate his execution. Unsurprisingly Hobbes devoted a chapter to heresy law elaborating his case and arguing at greater length that the common-law executions were illegal. Although the text circulated in manuscript over the next few years the philosopher was denied a license to publish.​[148]​ The authorities appeared to be determined to prevent the dispute between Hobbes and his Anglican antagonists reaching a wider public. The same response would determine the fate of Behemoth, which in addition to attacking Allestree and Oxford also briefly addressed the heresy issue, undoubtedly in the light of what had happened in March and April of 1668.​[149]​ Hobbes’s furious controversy with the neo-Laudians during this period would stay more or less firmly under wraps for another decade.​[150]​
	Although this must have been frustrating for Hobbes, and to some of his Anglican opponents, it may have saved him, and them, from a more dramatic head-on collision that might have ended badly for all concerned. As it was, the anti-Hobbesians would have to content themselves with the punishment of a surrogate, the hapless Daniel Scargill, who was unwise enough to publicly defend Hobbesian theses at Cambridge in the winter of 1668, thereby walking into a perfect storm of anxieties about Hobbism.​[151]​ Scargill was ultimately forced to recant unflattering versions of Hobbes’s arguments in a sermon that was eventually published, and which would do much to shape the popular perception of Hobbes’s work.​[152]​ It was a scenario that probably reflected the anti-Hobbesians’ practical ambitions for Hobbes himself; a humbling appearance in front of an ecclesiastical court followed by an ignominious and reputation-destroying recantation, with the possibility of more serious punishment for obstinacy. But even this might have been over-optimistic. Scargill was unco-operative with his prosecutors and even managed to undermine the message of the recantation by drawing attention to the fact that it was made in submission to authority,  thus raising doubts about its sincerity. There can be little doubt that Hobbes would have proved to be an even more difficult and dangerous customer. 

Conclusion
The sub-committee reported to the Lords on the 16th April 1668.​[153]​ Although the meetings had produced a detailed discussion of the heresy processes, no further action appears to have been taken in this direction.​[154]​ Instead the legislative process appears to have plodded on, with the Lords undertaking to return to the reading of the Bill on the 20th.​[155]​ Further discussion was evidently required, but it is not clear that this ever took place in spite of being scheduled for three further dates. Further consideration was then postponed until after the adjournment from May 9th to 11th August, but the matter was apparently dropped at this point, and only restarted again in 1674.​[156]​ This measure too, eventually came to nothing.
	The new evidence about the proceedings in the later 1660s certainly doesn’t provide a complete picture of the moves that were being made against Hobbes, but there is enough evidence to suggest that the philosopher was, indeed, in the sights of the Anglican anti-atheism agitation during the period. The relationship between the Commons attack and the anti-Hobbesian tenor of the atheism Bill in the Lords hint that although Hobbes was not the sole target of the legislation, he was nevertheless a target that some of those pursuing the legislative route had very much in mind. The repeated involvement of John Dolben and Seth Ward in this process points towards their complicity in the directing of legislation towards Hobbes. Dolben in particular appears to have played a significant role in the ideological framing of the legislation. The intellectual links between the Oxford neo-Laudian agenda and the discussion of the legislation is also quite striking. Allestree’s role in assailing the political implications of Hobbes’s atheism before the King suggest that in various ways some of Oxford’s leading figures were spearheading the campaign against Hobbes. But this is not to say that all of the clergymen were pulling in the same direction. As we have seen, some like Stillingfleet, and later Cosin (for possibly different reasons), may have harboured doubts about the wisdom of pursuing the legislative line, and it seems plausible that this difference of opinion in terms of strategy may have led to the heresy discussions in the spring of 1668. Either way, the various forms of Anglican attack constituted a legitimate source of anxiety to Hobbes, who seems in fact to have had good reason to prepare a series of defences against heresy charges.
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